
SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION
21 hours – 7 afternoons of 3 hours each
40 students maximum
3 credits (development and discussion of a project required)
Language: english
Course held by Tommaso Rosi; assistants: Daniele De Bernardis and Angela Re

Graphical representations may convey large amounts of information in very clear ways. Softwares for the 
visualization of datasets, functions and simulations are very important – often essential – tools for any 
scientist, both for research and communication. 

This course aims to give a broad and solid view on scientifc visualization techniques and how to 
(re)present data in an effective way; we will discuss data access and sharing, meaning also (open) 
databases.

Each lesson will be divided in two parts: in the frst one we will outline a general theoretical background 
and in the second one we will put our hands on common visualization softwares (e.g. MATLAB) and also 
write our own codes (language: Processing or Python). In particular we will code a molecular structures 
visualization software importing data from the open databases PubChem and Protein Data Bank.

At the end of the course students are asked to develop and discuss a personal project regarding 
scientifc visualization.

There are no prerequisites to attend this course.

CONTENTS

VISION, COLORS, IMAGE PROCESSING

• Brief history of scientifc visualization

• Colors & vision: physics and physiology 

• Visualization of digital images: display technology, RGB & 
CMYK color models

• Image processing basics

INFORMATION DESIGN

• Elementary plotting techniques and information design basics

• Data visualization design: Edward Tufte's principles



• Languages and tools for data analysis and visualization (e.g. 
MATLAB, Mathematica, R, GNUPlot, Wolfram|Alpha)

• How to code graphs from scratch or using libraries such as D3, 
Google Chart API, Dygraphs, Raphael

FUNCTIONS AND SCALAR FIELDS

• Visualization and simulation: distinction and softwares for
visualization of simulations (e.g. VisIT, Amira, OpenDX,
COMSOL Multiphysics)

• 2D/3D functions and scalar felds: color mapping (from 
heatmaps to complex numbers representations), contour lines, 
isosurfaces

• 3D datasets and functions: surface rendering, (direct) volume
rendering, raytracing, slicing, particle systems

• Examples of educational softwares (Exoplanets, Molecules, ...)
also regarding specifc real- and complex-valued functions
(Hydrogen!)

• Time evolution

DATABASES & BIG DATA

• Databases: data access and open databases

• Big data

• Data exploration and sharing: common fle formats (e.g. CSV,
JSON, XML) and tools

• Case studies regarding astronomy (the Hipparcos and Tycho 
catalogues, VizieR, the HYG database) and molecular
databases (PubChem and Protein Data Bank)

CASE STUDIES

• Millennium Run (or Millennium Simulation): N-body simulations
with a number of interacting particles ≥ 107 (large particle
systems) run by astrophysicists to study the time evolution of
matter distribution in the universe

• Imaging and inverse problems: visualization of data collected by
ultrasounds, MRI, PET, TAC



• Other examples: terrain rendering, climate visualization,
relativistic effects visualization...

VECTORS AND TENSORS

• Vector felds: glyphs, pathlines, streamlines, streaklines, texture
advection

• Simple hints on tensor felds

• Rotation and translation matrixes

LABORATORY

In the second part of each lesson we will deal with softwares and
coding. We will focus on:

• Introducing some powerful but not so well-known features of
basic softwares such as Microsoft Excel (e.g. heatmaps)

• Introducing data and scientifc visualization with MATLAB

• Introducing scientifc visualization through coding (language: 
Processing or Python)

• Coding a molecular structures visualization software (simple
example of particle system visualized through raycasting) from
scratch; molecular structures data imported from the open
databases discussed in class
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